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ABSTRACT

To investigate the vapor kinetic boundary condition (which is the boundary condition for the Boltzmann equation) in the presence of a non-
condensable (NC) gas at a non-equilibrium liquid interface, we performed numerical simulations of non-equilibrium vapor (condensable
gas) and NC gas mixture flows. The Enskog–Vlasov direct simulation Monte Carlo method (EVDSMC method) was utilized for this two-
surface problem to obtain the evaporation and condensation coefficients, which represent the vapor–molecule evaporation and condensation
rates, respectively. These coefficients are incorporated in the kinetic boundary condition. The simulation results showed that the evaporation
and condensation coefficients decrease with increasing numbers of NC-gas molecules at the liquid interface with the same tendency. To
investigate the validity of these coefficients, we also utilized the obtained evaporation and condensation coefficients for Boltzmann equation
analysis. Hence, we concluded that these coefficients simply depend on the NC-gas number density at the liquid interface if the liquid tem-
perature is constant. Thus, they are independent of the non-equilibrium or equilibrium state, and therefore, the coefficient values obtained
for the equilibrium state can be used in the analysis of a non-equilibrium state. This finding will aid future predictions of non-equilibrium
vapor flows with NC gas.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0073118

I. INTRODUCTION

Vapor is a condensable gas, and flows of vapor in contact with its
condensed phase have been widely studied using molecular gas
dynamics (MGD) analysis.1,2 This approach is required because the
non-equilibrium region, called the Knudsen layer, cannot be treated
by the Navier–Stokes equation systems.3,4 Therefore, in the MGD
framework, analysis of the Boltzmann equation is essential for vapor
flow prediction. To solve this equation, the kinetic boundary condition
(KBC) at the vapor–liquid interface is needed.

Several studies concerning vapor flows with non-condensable
(NC) gas have been performed using MGD;5–7 however, few studies on
the KBC of vapor with NC gas have been reported. Two parameters are
associated with the KBC: the evaporation and condensation coefficients,
and many researchers have worked to determine these coefficients for a
pure vapor system experimentally,8 theoretically,9,10 and using molecular
dynamics11–16 and Enskog–Vlasov equation-based simulations.17–21

Frezzotti22 conducted a molecular dynamics simulation for a binary
mixture liquid and obtained these coefficients. However, few studies
have examined these coefficients in the presence of NC gas. This case is

notable because, in many situations, vapor molecules evaporate or con-
dense in the presence of NC gas (e.g., a water–air system).

One of the authors of this paper recently studied the KBC in the
presence of NC gas under the vapor/gas–liquid equilibrium state and
found that the evaporation and condensation coefficients decrease
with increasing NC-gas content in the system.23,24 However, no studies
have investigated the evaporation and condensation coefficients for a
vapor–liquid system in a non-equilibrium state with a gas mixture
composed of vapor and NC gas. As a practical example of this prob-
lem, one of the authors of this paper recently noted that NC gas inside
a vapor bubble significantly affects the collapse behavior, i.e., the NC-
gas drift at the bubble wall prevents vapor condensation in the final
stage of bubble collapse.25 However, the prevention of vapor conden-
sation remains a hypothesis. Moreover, for droplet evaporation into a
gas mixture composed of vapor and NC gas, the KBC for the vapor
molecules is needed to predict the precise evaporation mass flux at the
interface.26 To elucidate these processes, we must clarify the values of
the evaporation and condensation coefficients at non-equilibrium
interfaces.
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Here, we explain the evaporation and condensation coefficients
aVe and aVc , respectively. Figure 1(a) shows the molecular mass fluxes
of pure vapor across a vapor–liquid interface. As apparent from the
figure, we can classify the molecular mass fluxes into five types:
JVout; J

V
coll; J

V
evap; J

V
ref , and JVcond. Among these molecular mass fluxes, JVout

transitions to the vapor/gas phase from the liquid phase, and JVcoll col-
lides with the liquid phase from the vapor phase. These two fluxes can
be decomposed into JVevap; J

V
ref , and J

V
cond: J

V
evap evaporates into the vapor

phase from the liquid phase, JVref comes from the vapor phase and is
reflected to the vapor phase, and JVcond condenses into the liquid phase
from the vapor phase. These fluxes have the following relationships:

JVout ¼ JVevap þ JVref ; JVcoll ¼ JVcond þ JVref : (1)

From the fluxes, aVe and aVc are defined as follows:27

aVe ¼
JVevap
JV�out
¼

JVevap

mVnV�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
RVTL

2p

r ; aVc ¼
JVcond
JVcoll

; (2)

where the superscript � indicates the equilibrium state, mV is the mass
of a vapor molecule, nV� is the saturated vapor number density, RV is
the gas constant of vapor, and TL is the liquid temperature. For
aVe ; Jevap has been determined to be a function of TL using the concept
of spontaneous evaporation;12,13 hence, from the definition, aVe
depends only on TL in a pure-vapor system. Using these coefficients,
the KBC is expressed as follows:

f Vout ¼
aVe n

V� þ ð1� aVc ÞnVref
ð2pRVTLÞ3=2

exp �
n2x þ n2y þ n2z

2RVTL

 !
; ðnx > 0Þ;

(3)

where f Vout is the molecular velocity distribution function (VDF)
outgoing from the liquid interface to the vapor phase, and n is the
vapor–molecule velocity. The subscript x indicates the direction
normal to the interface and the y, z subscripts indicate directions
tangential to the interface as shown in Fig. 1. Finally, nVref is the
density of the diffusively reflecting vapor molecules and is
expressed by

nVref ¼ �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

RVTL

r ð1
�1

ð1
�1

ð0
�1

nxf
V
colldnxdnydnz; (4)

where f Vcoll is the molecular velocity distribution function from the
vapor phase collision with the liquid phase, and f Vcoll is obtained from
the analysis of the Boltzmann equation. In summary, the KBC repre-
sents the velocity distribution of density aVe n

V� þ ð1� aVc ÞnVref speci-
fied at TL for the molecules having the normal velocity leaving from
the liquid phase to gas phase.

Regarding KBC at a vapor–liquid interface, various model bound-
ary conditions including general forms have been proposed; Eq. (3) is
from the molecular dynamics studies of KBC.11,12 In this KBC, as shown
in Eq. (2), aVe ¼ aVc is allowed in an equilibrium state where the mass
fluxes are obtained as JVcoll ¼ JV�out and JVevap ¼ JVcond. However, there is no
restriction for these coefficients to be the same value in a non-
equilibrium state. Additionally, for strong condensation, the molecular
velocity distribution becomes anisotropic and differs from Eq. (3)
because the temperature in the VDF deviates from the liquid tempera-
ture; the temperatures normal and tangential to the interface are defined,
at which molecules transition from liquid to vapor, and they assume dif-
ferent values in the strong condensation state due to the insufficient
accommodation of molecules between vapor and liquid molecules.13,16

However, it has been shown that the Maxwellian with the liquid temper-
ature for the molecules having the normal velocity leaving from the liq-
uid phase to gas phase can be assumed in a weak condensation state.19

According to this result, we conducted a numerical simulation in a weak
non-equilibrium state for Eq. (3) in this study.

Through interaction between the NC-gas molecules and vapor
molecules at the interface, as shown in Fig. 1(b), the evaporation/con-
densation vapor fluxes can decrease, which may cause aVe and aVc to
decrease. In this study, we investigate the evaporation and condensa-
tion coefficients for vapor flows in the presence of NC gas using a sys-
tem of simultaneous evaporating and condensing surfaces known as
the two-surface problem. Various non-equilibrium conditions are
studied by changing the NC-gas content of the system. Note that a
method to construct the KBC for vapor molecules in a single-
component system using the Enskog–Vlasov equation based on the
two-surface problem was previously proposed by the authors.19 This
study extends this method to the binary mixture problem.

FIG. 1. Schematics of vapor molecular mass fluxes across a vapor/gas–liquid interface: (a) pure vapor system; (b) vapor–gas mixture system. JVout; J
V
coll; J

V
evap; J

V
ref , and J

V
cond

are the molecular mass flux outgoing to the vapor/gas phase, a molecular mass flux colliding with the liquid phase, an evaporating molecular mass flux, a reflecting molecular
mass flux at the interface, and a condensing molecular mass flux, respectively.
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II. SIMULATION METHOD
A. Enskog–Vlasov equation and numerical method

To simulate the vapor/gas-mixture two-surface problem, we
focused on the Enskog–Vlasov equation based on the mean-field
kinetic theory.28 This approximate kinetic equation can express the
vapor/gas and liquid phase flows. Details of the Enskog–Vlasov equa-
tion for a multi-component system are given by Ref. 29. The steady
and spatially one-dimensional Enskog–Vlasov equations for vapor
and NC gas are as follows:

nx
@f V

@x
þ FVV

x

mV
þ FVG

x

mV

� �
@f V

@nx
¼ CEðf V ; f VÞ þ CEðf V ; f GÞ; (5a)

nx
@f G

@x
þ FGG

x

mG
þ FGV

x

mG

� �
@f G

@nx
¼ CEðf G; f GÞ þ CEðf G; f VÞ; (5b)

where f iðx; nÞ is the VDF, with superscript i ¼ ðV ;GÞ denoting vapor
(V) or NC gas (G); Fij

x is the attractive mean-field force, with superscript
ij ¼ ðVV ;VG;GV;GGÞ indicating the vapor–vapor (VV), vapor–NC
gas (VG andGV), or NC gas–NC gas (GG) attraction; and CE is the colli-
sion term describing the VDF variation due to molecular collisions.30

The general spatially three-dimensional and time-dependent form of CE

is available in the literature for a single-component system17,28,30–32 or a
multi-component system.29 The following is for a binary mixture system:

CEðf i; f j ¼ ðrijÞ2
ð1
�1

ð1
�1

ð1
�1

ð4p
0

� Y n x þ rij

2
k

� �� �
f jðx þ rijk; n�1; tÞf iðx; n�; tÞ

�

�Y n x � rij

2
k

� �� �
f jðx � rijk; n1; tÞf iðx; n; tÞ

�
�Hðnr � kÞðnr � kÞd2kdn1; (6)

where t is the time, H is the Heaviside step function, and nr is the rela-
tive molecular velocity defined by nr ¼ n1 � n. The post-collision
molecular velocities are calculated with the unit vector k,

n� ¼ nþ l
mi
ðnr � kÞk; (7a)

n�1 ¼ n1 �
l
mj
ðnr � kÞk; (7b)

l ¼ 2mimj

mi þmj
: (7c)

Y is the pair correlation function, which is a function of the total num-
ber density as Y(n). These equations assume that molecules interact
with the Sutherland potential,

wij ¼
þ1; ðr � rijÞ;

�/ij rij

r

� �c

; ðr > rijÞ;

8><
>: (8)

where wij is the intermolecular potential between components ij, /ij is
the depth of the potential well, r is the distance between two interacting
molecules, and c is a constant related to the depth. In this study, we
set /VV ¼ 1:325kTV

cri; /VG ¼ /GV ¼ 0:364kTV
cri, and /GG ¼ 0:1kTV

cri.
Here, TV

cri is the critical vapor temperature expressed as TV
cri

¼ 0:094 329 4c
c�3

/VV

k , k is the Boltzmann constant, and c¼ 6. The

analysis of evaporation and condensation using this method was mainly
performed by studies reported in Refs. 17 and 29 for single or multi-
component systems, and their value of /VV was used in this study.
They also noted that for this value, molecules behave in the same
asymptotic manner as in the 12–6 Lennard-Jones potential. Further, for
/GG, the value is set as that of an NC-gas molecule by making the
potential well shallow and non-condensing. The relation between the
potential wells of /VV and /GG is similar to that of the Xenon and
Neon molecules.32 The value of /VG is determined by the

Lorentz–Berthelot rule /VG ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
/VV/GG

p
. We set the molecular diam-

eter r ¼ rij and molecular mass m ¼ mi to the same values for both
the vapor and NC-gas molecules to simplify the simulations. In particu-
lar, we can use YðnÞ ¼ 1

2
2�g
ð1�gÞ3, where g ¼ p

6 nr
3 under the r ¼ rij con-

dition. The assumptions mG ¼ mV and rGG ¼ rVV are mechanically
identical and have been widely used in previous studies of mixture gases
(e.g., Refs. 5, 29, and 33). In this study, we focused only on the molecular
properties of vapor and NC gas. Thus, the settings in this study are simi-
lar to those of the above previous studies. By conducting this study, we
investigated the effect that the existence of NC gas itself suppresses the
evaporation and condensation of vapor molecules. Thus, the values of
/VV and /VG enable us to simulate the vapor and NC gas molecules.24

NC gas dissolution in the liquid phase occurs in this simulation as
shown in Fig. 1. However, the dissolution quantity of NC-gas molecules
is extremely low, which leads the evaporation and condensation coeffi-
cients of NC-gas molecules, aGe and aGc , to take the small values of
aGe ¼ aGc ¼ Oð10�3Þ.23,24 Further, we can assume the KBC for NC-gas
molecules as diffusion reflection. Detailed definitions of aGe and aGc are
given by the above previous studies.

Using the solved equations, we could obtain macroscopic quanti-
ties by integrating f i over the entire velocity space,

ni ¼
ð ð ð

f idn; (9a)

nivi ¼
ð ð ð

nf idn; (9b)

3
2
nikTi ¼ 1

2

ð ð ð
mjn� vij2f idn; (9c)

where dn ¼ dnxdnydnz; n
iðxÞ is the number density, viðxÞ is the

velocity, and TiðxÞ is the temperature.
To solve the Enskog–Vlasov equation numerically, we used the

Enskog–Vlasov direct simulation Monte Carlo (EVDSMC) method pro-
posed by Refs. 17 and 31. The EVDSMC method is an extension of the
direct simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) method, which is a stochastic
particle scheme that solves the Boltzmann equation. The detailed proce-
dure for the EVDSMCmethod or an overview was presented by Refs. 34
and 35. The EVDSMC method has the following two main advantages:
(i) The run time is approximately 100 times less than that for the molec-
ular dynamics simulation when the problem is spatially one-dimen-
sional;36 (ii) As discussed below, we can distinguish colliding, outgoing,
evaporating, reflecting, and condensing molecules using this method.

B. Simulation system

In this section, we explain the simulation system. We focused on
the two-surface problem so as to investigate the molecular mass fluxes
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at the liquid interface. In this case, the vapor evaporates from a high-
temperature liquid and condenses onto a low-temperature liquid, and
this problem is the fundamental phenomenon of kinetic theory con-
cerning evaporation and condensation of pure vapor37,38 or a gas mix-
ture.5,33,39,40 Addressing this problem with the EVDSMC method
allows realization of a steady flow, which is advantageous for adequate
sampling of macroscopic quantities.

We used two virtual boundaries at the liquid interface to obtain
the molecular mass fluxes: the virtual boundary of the bulk mixture at
the gas side, i.e., the gas-mixture boundary, and that at the bulk liquid
side, i.e., the liquid boundary. We call this approach the improved
interphase boundary method,14,23 which was improved based on the
concept proposed by Refs. 11 and 41. The detailed procedure is pre-
sented in Sec. II C.

Figure 2(a) shows a schematic of the simulation system. The
high-temperature liquid, with temperature Thigh

L , was set at the center
of the system, and the low-temperature liquid, with temperature T low

L ,
was set on both sides of the system. NC gas was present between each
liquid, and a periodic boundary was assumed at both ends of the sys-
tem. Various simulation cases were considered in this study, as listed
in Table I. By changing the difference in the liquid temperature and
NC-gas content of the system, we investigated various non-
equilibrium states. We describe the gas-mixture steady flow simulation
procedure below.

First, we performed vapor–liquid equilibrium simulations at
three different liquid temperatures (TL ¼ 0:60TV

cri; 0:64T
V
cri, and

0:68TV
cri) to obtain the gas-mixture and liquid boundaries. These

temperatures were selected with reference to a previous study.19 These
boundaries were defined by their number density profiles, i.e., the pro-
files were fitted using the following equation (the 10–90 thickness
equation13):

nVðxÞ ¼
nVvap þ nVliq

2
6

nVvap � nVliq
2

tanh
x � Xm

0:455d

� �
; (10)

where nVvap and n
V
liq are the number densities of the bulk vapor and liq-

uid phases, respectively; Xm is the density transition-layer center, and
d is its thickness. These relationships are illustrated in Fig. 2(b). For
the high- and low-temperature liquids, the signs of the right-hand side
were positive and negative for x> 0, respectively. Then, the gas-
mixture and liquid boundary positions, x ¼ Xgb ¼ Xm63d and
x ¼ Xlb ¼ Xm6d, respectively, were determined. Here, for Xgb and
Xlb, a positive or negative sign denotes the high- or low-temperature
liquid at x> 0, respectively. The validity of these positions has been
discussed previously.14,42

Second, we prepared a pure-vapor steady flow using the shift
method.19,43 As initial conditions, a liquid film with temperature Thigh

L
and thickness 20r was arranged in the system center. On both sides of
the system, another liquid film with T low

L and thickness 20r was
arranged. After sufficient time, the vapor flows from the high- to low-
temperature liquid films became steady state.

Third, we added sample NC-gas molecules to the pure-vapor
steady flow and realized a steady flow for a gas mixture composed of
vapor and NC gas. Finally, we sampled the macroscopic quantities in

FIG. 2. (a) Present simulation system. A high-temperature liquid film is at the center, a low-temperature liquid film is on each side of the system, and vapor flows from the for-
mer to the latter. The system contains NC-gas molecules, and a periodic boundary condition is assumed on both sides of the system. (b) Schematic of vapor density transition
layer, where d and Xm are its thickness and center, respectively, and Xgb and Xlb are the gas-mixture and liquid boundaries, respectively. (c) Schematic of molecular mass
fluxes classified by improved interphase boundary method.
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the flow field. The sample count was 200 000, and the macroscopic
quantities were averaged.

Throughout the simulation, the temperatures of the two-liquid
films were controlled.44 For all simulation cases, we set the cell size
Dx ¼ 0:2r and the time step Dt ¼ 0:0005r=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2RTV

cri

p
. The sample-

molecule reference number, which corresponds to the critical number
density,N0, was 5000 per cell. In the EVDSMCmethod, the maximum
collision number scheme adopted in the standard DSMC method is
used, i.e., the maximum collision number is estimated, and the true
collisions are determined stochastically.31 The post-collision velocities
are calculated according to the two-body collision formula as shown in
Eq. (7).

C. Method of classifying molecular mass fluxes across
a vapor/gas–liquid interface

To determine aVe and aVc , molecules must be classified. In this
study, we used the improved interphase boundary method14,23 for the
molecular mass fluxes. This method assumes two virtual boundaries:
the gas-mixture and liquid boundaries, as introduced in Sec. II B.
Here, we explain the reasoning behind use of these boundaries.

The gas-mixture boundary position at the liquid surface
(x ¼ Xgb) is considered to impose the KBC. At this position, the vapor

is a sufficiently ideal gas; that is, the influence of the intermolecular
potential force composed of liquid molecules becomes sufficiently
small to be ignored.24 The pair of gas-mixture and liquid boundary
positions obtained for the present condition provides the correct spon-
taneous evaporating molecular mass flux JVevap in the vapor–liquid
equilibrium and weak non-equilibrium states; that is, using this
method, we confirmed the spontaneous evaporation flux in a single-
component system in both equilibrium and weak non-equilibrium
states. Additionally, we showed that JVevap has the same value in the
equilibrium and non-equilibrium states14,42 and can be obtained as a
function of the liquid temperature,45 which is the same concept as of
spontaneous evaporation.12

Using the two boundaries, we can classify and obtain each flux
value as follows [Fig. 2(c)]: (i) JVcond is determined when the vapor mol-
ecule crosses the gas-mixture boundary and then the liquid boundary;
(ii) JVref is determined when the vapor molecule crosses the gas-mixture
boundary and then passes it for a second time; and (iii) JVevap is deter-
mined when the vapor molecule crosses the liquid boundary and then
the gas-mixture boundary. These values are defined by

J ¼ mN
SDt

; (11)

where N is the number of sample molecules given by each trajectory
stated above, and S is the system cross section. In Sec. III, we present
the results of the simulations described in this section.

D. Equilibrium properties

Next, we show the results of vapor/gas–liquid equilibrium simu-
lations (Cases 1–8). Figure 3 shows the result of Case 8, which is the
typical equilibrium case for vapor/gas–liquid coexistence. As shown in
Fig. 3, the liquid phase was formed in the left side, and the vapor/gas
phase was formed in the right side. The profiles of the mean-field force
for the vapor and NC gas, FV

x ¼ FVV
x þ FVG

x and FG
x ¼ FGG

x þ FGV
x ,

are also plotted in Fig. 3. We can confirm that the absolute value of FV
x

is larger than that of FG
x : vapor molecules can form the liquid phase

owing to these forces. We also confirmed that the force profiles were

TABLE I. Simulation cases. Thigh
L =TV

cri and T
low
L =TV

cri are the reduced temperatures of
the high- and low-temperature liquid films, respectively; NV is the number of sample
vapor molecules in the system, and NG is the number of sample NC-gas molecules
in the system (sample molecules are virtual particles in the DSMC method).

Case no. Thigh
L =TV

cri T low
L =TV

cri NV NG

1 0.60 0.60 2 500 000 0
2 0.60 0.60 2 500 000 5000
3 0.60 0.60 2 500 000 15 000
4 0.60 0.60 2 500 000 25 000
5 0.60 0.60 2 500 000 50 000
6 0.60 0.60 2 500 000 100 000
7 0.60 0.60 2 500 000 150 000
8 0.60 0.60 2 500 000 250 000
9 0.64 0.60 2 500 000 0
10 0.64 0.60 2 500 000 5000
11 0.64 0.60 2 500 000 15 000
12 0.64 0.60 2 500 000 25 000
13 0.64 0.60 2 500 000 50 000
14 0.64 0.60 2 500 000 100 000
15 0.64 0.60 2 500 000 150 000
16 0.64 0.60 2 500 000 250 000
17 0.68 0.60 2 500 000 0
18 0.68 0.60 2 500 000 5000
19 0.68 0.60 2 500 000 15 000
20 0.68 0.60 2 500 000 25 000
21 0.68 0.60 2 500 000 50 000
22 0.68 0.60 2 500 000 100 000
23 0.68 0.60 2 500 000 150 000
24 0.68 0.60 2 500 000 250 000

FIG. 3. Vapor/gas–liquid equilibrium state of Case 8: non-dimensional vapor num-
ber density, nVr3; non-dimensional NC-gas number density, nGr3; non-
dimensional vapor mean-field force, FVx r=kTV

cri; and non-dimensional NC-gas
mean-field force, FGx r=kTV

cri .
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not so different for Cases 1–8 because the liquid densities were almost
constant.

The detailed data of Cases 1–8 are listed in Table II. In Table II,
nVliq; n

V
vap; n

G
liq, and nGgas are the non-dimensional bulk number densi-

ties of the vapor molecules in the liquid phase, vapor molecules in the
vapor/gas phase, NC-gas molecules in the liquid phase, and NC-gas
molecules in the vapor/gas phase, respectively. Further, cVvap is the con-
centration of the vapor in the vapor/gas phase calculated as
cVvap ¼ nVvap=ðnVvap þ nGgasÞ. The compression factor Z, indicating a devi-
ation from the ideal gas state, is calculated as

Z ¼ p=nVvapkT; (12)

where pðn;T; cVÞ is the pressure. This pressure is obtained using the
following van der Waals equation of state:29

p ¼ nkT
ð1þ gþ g2 � g3Þ
ð1� gÞ3

� 2
3
p

c
ðc� 3Þ r

3n2 cV/VV þ 2cVð1� cVÞ/VG
	

þð1� cVÞ2/GG
: (13)

The above equation of state can be applied to both vapor/gas–liquid
phases. Now, to obtain Z, we used pðn ¼ nVvap þ nGgas;T ¼ 0:60TV

cri;
cV ¼ cVvapÞ, which is the total pressure in the vapor/gas phase specified
at the temperature T ¼ 0:60TV

cri. k
VV and kVG are the mean free paths

of vapor (or NC gas) molecules with respect to the vapor and NC gas
molecules defined as

kVV=r ¼ 1=
ffiffiffi
2
p

pnVvapr
3

� �
; kVG=r ¼ 1=

ffiffiffi
2
p

pnGgasr
3

� �
: (14)

From Table II, as the case number increases, that is, as NC-gas content
increases in the vapor/gas phase, cVvap decreases. However, the values of
Z were almost unity for all cases; the mixture gas can be treated as an
ideal gas. kVV was almost unchanged because nVvap was constant, while
kVG decreased with the increase in the NC gas content.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Macroscopic quantities

We present the flow-field macroscopic quantities determined
from the simulation results. Note that analyses with similar systems

were conducted in previous studies33,39,40 using the Boltzmann equa-
tion analysis with the KBCs; in many cases, the complete condensation
condition, aVe ¼ aVc ¼ 1, was used for the KBC of vapor molecules,
and the diffusion reflection condition, aGe ¼ aGc ¼ 0, was used for NC-
gas molecules. Figure 4 shows the macroscopic quantities for Cases 17
(pure vapor) and 21 (gas mixture), which are typical flow-field exam-
ples. Figure 4(a) shows the overall density of the pure vapor (Case 17).
A high-temperature liquid film (Thigh

L ¼ 0:68TV
cri) formed at the center

of the simulation system, whereas a low-temperature liquid film
(T low

L ¼ 0:60TV
cri) formed at the left and right sides. The vapor flow

occurred between these liquid films. Because the system is symmetri-
cal, we show a spatial range of ½0r; 50r� hereafter. The gas-mixture
boundaries (the positions at which the KBC is imposed) determined
by the method described above (Sec. II B) are also shown in Fig. 4(a).
The region inside the boundaries can be treated using the Boltzmann
equation.

Figure 4(b) shows the non-dimensional number densities. The
number densities of the pure vapor and the vapor component of
the gas mixture were lower along the flow direction. In contrast,
that of the NC gas was higher, as the NC gas was swept by the vapor
flow. This tendency is the same as that given by the DSMC results
of Ref. 33.

Figure 4(c) shows the non-dimensional temperature distribu-
tions. In the pure-vapor case, we observed an inverted temperature
gradient due to evaporation/condensation in the gas phase. Similar
results have been observed in previous MD simulations;43 the temper-
ature gradient becomes positive from the high-temperature liquid to
the low-temperature liquid in the gas phase. When NC gas was added
to the system, the vapor temperature gradient weakened. We con-
firmed a regular gradient in the weak evaporation/condensation
system.

Figures 4(d) and 4(e) show the non-dimensional velocities and
mass fluxes normal to the interface, respectively. We stress that the
vapor mass fluxes were spatially uniform (inside the boundaries);
hence, the system reached a steady state because of mass conservation.
For both the velocities and mass fluxes, the vapor component of the
gas mixture decreased in the presence of NC gas compared to that in
the pure-vapor case.39,40 The NC-gas velocity and mass flux were zero
over the region, which means that the NC gas was completely at rest.
This result is identical to the results of previous studies and is
explained as follows:5,33 (i) the NC gas neither evaporates nor con-
denses at the two interfaces and hence, nGvGx ¼ 0 at the interfaces; (ii)

TABLE II. Vapor–gas/liquid coexistence data of Cases 1-8 (equilibrium simulations).

Case no. nVliqr
3 nVvapr

3 nGliqr
3 nGgasr

3 cVvap Z kVV=r kVG=r

1 0.791 0.004 97 0.000 00 0.000 00 1.00 0.96 45.3 � � �
2 0.792 0.004 98 0.000 00 0.000 72 0.87 0.97 45.2 310.6
3 0.791 0.005 00 0.000 01 0.002 11 0.70 0.97 45.1 106.5
4 0.791 0.005 01 0.000 02 0.003 55 0.59 0.98 45.0 63.4
5 0.792 0.005 06 0.000 03 0.007 08 0.42 0.99 44.5 31.8
6 0.792 0.005 14 0.000 04 0.014 20 0.27 1.00 43.8 15.8
7 0.793 0.005 22 0.000 09 0.021 41 0.20 1.01 43.0 10.5
8 0.794 0.005 40 0.000 16 0.035 57 0.13 1.04 41.8 6.3
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when the system is in the steady state, the mass flux is spatially uni-
form because of mass conservation. These two conditions yield
nGvGx ¼ 0ðvGx ¼ 0Þ throughout the system. From these results, we
confirmed that the EVDSMC simulations were consistent with the
results of previous studies.33,39,40,43

The vapor properties due to evaporation/condensation for all
simulation cases are shown in Fig. 5. We defined the liquid tempera-
ture difference as

DTL ¼ Thigh
L � T low

L : (15)

FIG. 4. Flow-field macroscopic quantities. The red dotted line represents Case 17 (pure vapor), whereas the red and blue solid lines represent the Case-21(gas mixture) vapor
and NC-gas components, respectively: (a) non-dimensional number density (overall region), nVr3; (b) non-dimensional number density (vapor/gas region), nVr3 and nGr3; (c)

non-dimensional temperature distribution, TV=TV
cri and TG=TV

cri ; (d) non-dimensional velocity, vVx =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2RTV

cri

q
and vGx =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2RTV

cri

q
; and (e) non-dimensional mass flux,

nVvVx r3=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2RTV

cri

q
and nGvGx r3=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2RTV

cri

q
.

FIG. 5. (a) Knudsen number, (b) vapor mass flux, and (c) temperature gradient for all simulations as functions of average NC-gas number density in gas phase, nGave.
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We also introduced the average NC-gas number density, nGave, in the
gas phase to organize the results.

Figure 5(a) shows the Knudsen number2 in the gas phase for the
entire simulation, where the Knudsen number is defined as follows:

Kn ¼ k
L
¼ 1=

ffiffiffi
2
p

pr2ðnVave þ nGaveÞ
	 


Xlow
gb � Xhigh

gb

: (16)

Here, nGave is the average number density of the vapor molecules; Xhigh
gb

and Xlow
gb are the gas-mixture boundary positions (imposed KBC posi-

tion) at the high- and low-temperature liquid interfaces, respectively; L
is the gas-region system length, defined as L ¼ Xlow

gb � Xhigh
gb ; and k is

the mean free path in the gas phase. As shown in the figure, when the
average NC-gas number density increased, the Knudsen number
decreased due to the decrease in the mean free path in the gas region.

Figure 5(b) shows the vapor mass fluxes in the gas phase, nVvVx ,
due to evaporation and condensation at the liquid surfaces in this sim-
ulation. The following two trends are apparent: (i) a higher liquid tem-
perature difference increased the vapor mass fluxes; (ii) the vapor
mass fluxes decreased with the average NC-gas number density in the
vapor/gas region. From these results, we can confirm that the liquid
temperature difference causes the mass flux as a result of evaporation/
condensation in the gas phase, and the presence of NC-gas molecules
decreases the mass flux.

Figure 5(c) shows the gas-phase temperature. We defined this
temperature gradient using the temperatures at the evaporating and
condensing liquid surfaces at x ¼ Xhigh

gb and x ¼ Xlow
gb , as follows:

�DT̂

L̂
¼

TVðXhigh
gb Þ � TVðXlow

gb Þ
h i

r

DTL

¼
TVðXhigh

gb Þ � TVðXlow
gb Þ

h i
r

ðThigh
L � T low

L ÞðXlow
gb � Xhigh

gb Þ
: (17)

As shown in the figure, for small nGave, i.e., large Knudsen number
cases, an inverted temperature gradient was observed in the gas phase.
However, when the normalized nGave exceeded approximately 0.01, the
temperature gradient became normal because the evaporation and
condensation were weakened by the presence of NC-gas molecules, as
shown in Fig. 5(b).

Next, we obtained the classified values of the molecular mass
fluxes (JVcoll; J

V
evap, and JVcond) to determine aVe and aVc using the

improved interphase boundary method.

B. Molecular mass fluxes and evaporation/
condensation coefficients

First, aVe and aVc , which are significant parameters for the KBC,
were determined at the condensing liquid surface. The condensing
surface was considered because the influence of the NC-gas molecules
on the phase change is easily observed at that location, as the NC-gas
molecule drift is enhanced at the condensing surface. The number
density ratio of the NC gas to vapor at the position where the gas-
mixture boundary was imposed is defined by

n̂G=V� ¼ nG

nV�p ðT low
L Þ

; T low
L ¼ 0:60TV

cri; (18)

where nG is obtained at the gas-mixture boundary at the condensing
surface (x ¼ Xlow

mb ), and nV�p ðT low
L Þ is the saturated vapor number den-

sity in the pure vapor system. Note that nV�p ðT low
L Þ is constant if the

liquid temperature is constant.
Figure 6(a) shows the non-dimensional saturated vapor number

density nV�r3 at T low
L obtained using the results of Cases 1–8 (the

equilibrium simulations). These values are needed to calculate the
denominator of aVe from Eq. (2). From the figure, these densities
increased linearly with n̂G=V� and could be fitted by

nV�r3 ¼ 0:000 059 1n̂G=V� þ 0:004 97; r2 ¼ 0:999; (19)

where r
2 is the coefficient of determination. The increase in the

saturated vapor density was caused by dissolution of the NC-gas
molecules into the liquid. The increase trend was determined by
wVG, that is, the dissolution of the NC-gas molecules in the liquid phase
increased the saturated number density of the vapor molecules.

Before we present the vapor molecular mass fluxes, we illustrate
the relationship between the gas-mixture flow and molecular fluxes.
Figure 6(b) shows a schematic of the flow field and JVcoll; J

V
cond, and

JVevap. These fluxes are needed to calculate aVe and aVc . In the considered
system, the vapor flowed to the condensing surface. The vapor flow
had the same direction as JVcoll, i.e., across the gas-mixture boundary.
Further, JVcond, which is a component of JVcoll and passed from the gas-
mixture boundary to the liquid boundary, was also in the same direc-
tion. However, JVevap was oriented opposite to the vapor flow.
Additionally, a high-density layer of NC-gas molecules existed
between the gas-mixture and liquid boundaries swept by the vapor
flows. Consequently, the values of these fluxes were affected by not
only the evaporation- and condensation-driven vapor flow but also
the NC-gas content adjacent to the condensing surface, which is repre-
sented by n̂G=V�.

Figures 6(c) and 6(d) show the non-dimensional molecular mass

fluxes Ĵ
V�
out; Ĵ

V
evap; Ĵ

V
coll, and Ĵ

V
cond. Here, Ĵ

V�
out ¼ nV�r3

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
T low
L

4pTV
cri

r
was calcu-

lated using Eq. (19). When n̂G=V� was equal to zero (pure vapor), Ĵ
V
evap

was almost constant despite differences in DTL. It is emphasized that

spontaneous evaporation mass flux, for which Ĵ
V
evap is constant if the

liquid temperature is constant, was observed in the non-equilibrium

liquid surface using the improved interphase method. As n̂G=V�

increased, Ĵ
V
evap was suppressed. We consider that the NC-gas mole-

cules between the gas-mixture and liquid boundaries prevent evapora-

tion of the vapor molecules. In contrast to Ĵ
V
evap, when n̂G=V� ¼ 0; Ĵ

V
coll

and Ĵ
V
cond increased in accordance with DTL, as these fluxes are

enhanced by vapor flows. Increased n̂G=V� yielded decreased Ĵ
V
coll and

Ĵ
V
cond (non-equilibrium cases, i.e., DTL ¼ 0:04TV

cri and 0:08TV
cri). The

decrease in Ĵ
V
cond relative to Ĵ

V
coll was remarkable. For the same reason

as above, we consider that the NC-gas molecules between the gas-
mixture and liquid boundaries prevent condensation of the vapor mol-
ecules. However, the equilibrium state (DTL ¼ 0) is an exception, as

Ĵ
V�
collð¼ Ĵ

V�
out) increases with increased NC-gas content.

23,24

We calculated aVe and aVc from the molecular mass fluxes
reported above using Eq. (2); the results are shown in Figs. 6(e) and
6(f). These coefficients decreased linearly with increased NC-gas
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content for both the non-equilibrium and equilibrium states, despite
the differences in the molecular mass fluxes shown in Figs. 6(c) and
6(d). From these figures, we can also confirm that these coefficients
have the same decreasing trend; thus, we can regard aVe ¼ aVc as a
function of n̂G=V�.

The suppression of both the vapor evaporation and condensation
was caused by molecular reflection at the surface. The vapor molecule
reflection originated from the molecular collisions between the vapor
and NC gas. Further, according to Bird, the molecular collision num-
ber is directly proportional to the number density.46 Therefore, we

FIG. 6. Molecular mass fluxes at condensing interface (T low
L ¼ 0:60TV

cri) and evaporation, aVe , and condensation, aVc , coefficients organized by n̂G=V under non-equilibrium
(including equilibrium) conditions: (a) non-dimensional saturated vapor number density, nV�r3; (b) schematic relationship between vapor flow and molecular mass fluxes
JVcoll; J

V
cond, and J

V
evap; (c) J

V�
out and J

V
evap; (d) J

V
coll and J

V
cond; (e) a

V
e ; and (f) a

V
c .
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assume that these coefficients are functions of the NC-gas number
densities. In this study, we investigated the reflecting position of the
vapor molecules and considered the influence of the NC-gas molecules
on the vapor molecule reflection.

Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show the reflecting position distribution of
the vapor molecules. The red bar graph indicates the number of
reflecting molecules at each position; the sum of the graph is normal-
ized to unity. The reflecting position is defined as the maximum
vapor–molecule reach position between the gas-mixture and liquid
boundaries.14 Figure 7(a) shows the Case-1 results (pure-vapor and
equilibrium case). From the figure, the vapor molecules were reflected
between gas-mixture and liquid boundaries relatively uniformly.
Figure 7(b) shows the Case-24 result (highest NC-gas content and
non-equilibrium case). In contrast to the pure-vapor case, a clear dif-
ference in reflecting position distribution was observed; thus, the vapor
molecules tended to be reflected at the gas-mixture boundaries because
of the NC gas presence. We regard this reflection as being due to the
number of NC-gas molecules. Figure 7(c) shows the total number of
NC-gas molecules between the gas-mixture and liquid boundaries,
NG
l�g , for all simulations. From the figure, the total number of NC-gas

molecules was proportional to the NC-gas-molecule number density
at the gas-mixture boundary. As a result of the linear increase in the
total number of NC-gas molecules, vapor–molecule condensation or
evaporation was prevented at the interface. Consequently, the evapora-
tion/condensation coefficients decreased. These results and consider-
ations imply that the NC-gas content at the condensing surface itself
directly decreases the evaporating/condensing molecular mass fluxes.

Figures 8(a) and 8(b) show the evaporation and condensation
coefficients at the high-temperature liquid. The abscissa indicates the
number density ratio at the high-temperature liquid interface,
n̂G=V� ¼ nG=nV�p ðT

high
L Þ, and the ordinate indicates the normalized

evaporation and condensation coefficients, aVe =a
V
e;p and aVc =a

V
c;p, where

aVe;p and aVc;p are the evaporation and condensation coefficients for the
pure-vapor case, respectively. From the previous study, these coeffi-
cients are functions of the liquid temperature for the pure-vapor case.
As the temperature increases, these coefficients decrease. From the fig-
ures, these coefficients decreased linearly with increased n̂G=V�, for the
same reason as that at the low-temperature liquid interface.
Furthermore, aVe had the same decrease tendency as aVc , and
aVe =a

V
e;p � aVc =a

V
c;p as a function of n̂G=V� for each liquid temperature.

FIG. 7. Reflecting position distribution of vapor molecules at the condensing liquid interface (T low
L ¼ 0:60TV

cri) inside the gas mixture and liquid boundaries: (a) Case 1 (pure
vapor, equilibrium state); (b) Case 24 (vapor–gas mixture, non-equilibrium state); and (c) total number of NC-gas molecules, NG

l�g , between liquid and gas-mixture boundaries
as a function of n̂G=V�. The inset of (b) shows the NC-gas concentration profile.

FIG. 8. Evaporation and condensation coefficients at the high-temperature liquid interface as functions of n̂G=V�: (a) aVe normalized by aVe;p at T
high
L ¼ 0:60TV

cri; 0:64T
V
cri , and

0:68TV
cri, where aVe;p is the evaporation coefficient in the pure-vapor case; and (b) a

V
c normalized by aVc;p at T

high
L ¼ 0:60TV

cri; 0:64T
V
cri , and 0:68T

V
cri , where aVc;p is the condensa-

tion coefficient in the pure-vapor case.
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IV. APPLICATION TO BOLTZMANN EQUATION
ANALYSIS

The values of aVe and aVc obtained from the Enskog–Vlasov equa-
tion were applied to analysis of the Boltzmann equation, and the coef-
ficient values reported in Sec. III were validated. As reported above,
these coefficients depend only on the NC-gas content at the interface
regardless of the equilibrium or non-equilibrium state. Hence, we can
apply the equilibrium state values, which are easy to obtain, to the
two-surface problem described by the Boltzmann equation. The
DSMC method was employed as the numerical method for analysis of
the Boltzmann equation, and the results were compared with those of
the EVDSMC method. Using the Knudsen number, the total number
of NC-gas molecules, and the saturated vapor number densities at
Thigh
L and T low

L obtained from the Enskog–Vlasov equation, we per-
formed the DSMC simulation.

From the EVDSMC simulations, we confirmed that the VDF is
Maxwellian at the liquid temperature. Reference 19 has shown that
VDF becomes Maxwellian for weak evaporation/condensation; the
non-equilibrium degree did not exceed the previous simulation condi-
tions. Hence, we could use Eq. (2) for the high- or low-temperature
liquid interfaces as the KBC of vapor, as follows:

f VoutðX
high
gb Þ ¼

aVnV� þ ð1� aVÞnVref
ð2pRThigh

L Þ3=2
exp �

n2x þ n2y þ n2z

2RThigh
L

 !
;

ðnx > 0Þ; (20a)

f VoutðXlow
gb Þ ¼

aVnV� þ ð1� aVÞnVref
ð2pRT low

L Þ
3=2

exp �
n2x þ n2y þ n2z

2RT low
L

 !
;

ðnx < 0Þ; (20b)

where we assumed aV ¼ aVe ¼ aVc , which is a function of n̂G=V�. For
the NC-gas molecules, we utilized the diffusion reflection condition, as
follows:

f GoutðX
high
gb Þ ¼

nGref
ð2pRThigh

L Þ3=2
exp �

n2x þ n2y þ n2z

2RThigh
L

 !
; ðnx > 0Þ;

(21a)

f GoutðXlow
gb Þ ¼

nGref
ð2pRT low

L Þ
3=2

exp �
n2x þ n2y þ n2z

2RT low
L

 !
; ðnx < 0Þ;

(21b)

where nGref was obtained from Eq. (4) for NC-gas molecules. The hard-
sphere molecule model and maximum collision number scheme were
adopted. Using the above KBCs and settings, simulations based on the
DSMCmethod were conducted.

Figure 9(a) shows the aVe and aVc at each liquid temperature
obtained from the equilibrium simulations with the EVDSMC
method, as shown in Figs. 6(e) and 6(f). These coefficients are linear
functions of n̂G=V� for each liquid temperature. Hence, we could
obtain the value of aVð¼ aVe ¼ aVc Þ as a function of n̂G=V� in Eq. (20).
aV is expressed as follows:

aVðTL; n̂
G=V�Þ ¼ An̂G=V� þ B; (22)

where the values of AðTLÞ and BðTLÞ are constant: A ¼ �0:0184 and
B¼ 0.893 for TL ¼ 0:60TV

cri; A ¼ �0:0306 and B¼ 0.848 for

TL ¼ 0:64TV
cri; and A ¼ �0:0429 and B¼ 0.786 for TL ¼ 0:68TV

cri,
respectively.

In Figs. 9(b)–9(d), the results of the Boltzmann equation are
compared with those of the Enskog–Vlasov equation (EVDSMC
method) for the number density, velocity normal to the interface, and
temperature fields of Cases 10 and 21. Note that a new spatial coordi-
nate system defined by v ¼ ðx � Xhigh

gb Þ=ðXlow
gb � Xhigh

gb Þ was intro-
duced. In this coordinate system, v¼ 0 and ¼ 1 correspond to the
evaporating and condensing liquid surfaces, respectively. For Case 10,
aV values were 0.845 and 0.890 at the high- and low-temperature
liquids, respectively; for Case 21, aV values were 0.763 and 0.863 at
the high- and low-temperature liquids, respectively, as obtained from
Fig. 9(a). From the figures, the values are almost identical to those of
the EVDSMCmethod for vapor and NC gas.

These results imply that even the aVe and aVc values calculated in
the equilibrium state are sufficient for the non-equilibrium vapor flow
described by the Boltzmann equation. This is because the coefficient
values simply depend on the NC-gas content at the vapor/gas–liquid
interface in a weak non-equilibrium state. This finding has practical
implications for simulations of various non-equilibrium gas-mixture
flows composed of vapor and NC-gas molecules; that is, it may be pos-
sible to simulate non-equilibrium gas-mixture flows using aVe and aVc
determined under equilibrium conditions.

V. CONCLUSION

To investigate the evaporation and condensation coefficients
incorporated in the vapor KBC, the two-surface problem involving a
binary mixture system composed of vapor molecules and NC-gas mol-
ecules was simulated using the Enskog–Vlasov equations. The
EVDSMC method was used as a numerical method. The improved
interphase boundary method was also used to classify molecules for
molecular mass fluxes, which were needed to obtain the evaporation
and condensation coefficients. We mainly focused on the condensing
liquid surface, because the NC gas remarkably influences the coeffi-
cients at the condensing surface.

The simulation results showed that the macroscopic flow field
given by the EVDSMC method is consistent with those of previous
studies. Furthermore, the evaporation and condensation coefficients
were calculated for various combinations of non-equilibrium (includ-
ing equilibrium) conditions and NC-gas contents. We found that these
coefficients simply depend on the NC-gas number density at the
vapor/gas–liquid interface, regardless of the equilibrium or non-
equilibrium state. Specifically, the coefficients decrease linearly with
respect to the NC-gas number density. We also found that the number
of NC-gas molecules adjacent to the liquid interface is directly related
to decreases in the evaporation and condensation coefficients, which
implies that collisions between the vapor molecules and NC-gas mole-
cules cause a decrease in the evaporation or condensation molecular
mass flux. Finally, we applied the vapor evaporation and condensation
coefficients under equilibrium conditions to the KBC for the
Boltzmann equation and verified the values of these coefficients.

From these results, we conclude that the vapor evaporation and
condensation coefficients can be estimated using the coefficient values
of the equilibrium state, and that these values can be applied to a non-
equilibrium state. This is a useful and practical finding regarding pre-
diction of non-equilibrium vapor flows with NC gas. In the present
simulation, we utilized simple vapor and NC-gas molecules for
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simplicity. However, the dependence of the NC-gas number density
on these coefficients will not change significantly even if vapor and
NC gas molecules become other molecules. In future work, we will
investigate these coefficients for a realistic molecular model using the
results of the present study. Additionally, as a relatively weak non-
equilibrium state was assumed in this study because DTL is not consid-
erably large, we will investigate vapor condensation under strong non-
equilibrium conditions, e.g., for the final stage of a collapsing vapor
bubble containing NC-gas molecules.
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